4-H Applique / Patchwork / Quilting Score Sheet
Name

4-H Applique / Patchwork / Quilting Score Sheet

County

Class

Name
Placing

Class

Check only those items which apply
Good

Could
Improve

Excellent

General Appearance and Design

Clean, neat, well pressed, suitably finished

Clean, neat, well pressed, suitably finished

Materials suitable for each other and the purpose of item

Materials suitable for each other and the purpose of item

Color(s) or combinations are pleasing

Color(s) or combinations are pleasing

Workmanship
Applique

Workmanship
Applique

Pieces lie smoothly without tucks, puckers, folds
Shape edges are smooth and continuous; corners and
points are sharp

Pieces lie smoothly without tucks, puckers, folds
Shape edges are smooth and continuous; corners and
points are sharp

No raw edges of fabric unless intended

No raw edges of fabric unless intended

Turned edges and corners are not bulky

Turned edges and corners are not bulky

Layered designs minimize “show-through” where they
overlap

Good

Could
Improve

Layered designs minimize “show-through” where they
overlap

Stitching is even and holds pieces securely

Stitching is even and holds pieces securely

Patchwork

Patchwork

Stitching is even and holds pieces together

Stitching is regular and holds pieces together

Seams are smooth and flat without tucks or wrinkles

Seams are smooth and flat without tucks or wrinkles

Corners and seams meet where intended

Corners and seams meet where intended

Block sizes are consistent and the intended size

Block sizes are consistent and the intended size

Seam allowances are pressed to one side or handled in
manner to reduce bulk
Seam allowances are not visible on right side of work
unless intended by design

Seam allowances are pressed to one side or handled in
manner to reduce bulk
Seam allowances are not visible on right side of work
unless intended by design

Binding/Sashing is even, with square mitered corners

Binding/Sashing is even, with square mitered corners

Quilting

Quilting

Stitches are even in length, evenly spaced, good tension

Stitches are even in length, evenly spaced, good tension

Stitches or ties are secure; hold the layers together well

Stitches or ties are secure; hold the layers together well

No visible knots or loops of thread on surface (except ties)

No visible knots or loops of thread on surface (except ties)

Fabric lies smooth; no excess fabric, folds or puckers
between stitching lines on either top or back of work

Fabric lies smooth; no excess fabric, folds or puckers
between stitching lines on either top or back of work

Quilting lines follow the intended pattern

Quilting lines follow the intended pattern

Guide marks are not visible on finished work

Guide marks are not visible on finished work

Additional comments:

Placing

Check only those items which apply
Excellent

General Appearance and Design

County
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